In this article, offshore wind energy potential is measured around the West Mediterranean using the WRF meteorological model without 3DVAR data assimilation (the N simulation) and with 3DVAR data assimilation (the D simulation). Both simulations have been checked against the observations of six buoys and a spatially distributed analysis of wind based on satellite data (second version of Cross-Calibrated Multi-Platform, CCMPv2), and compared with ERA-Interim (ERAI). Three statistical indicators have been used: Pearson's correlation, root mean square error and the ratio of standard deviations. The simulation with data assimilation provides the best fit, and it is as good as ERAI, in many cases at a 95% confidence level. Although ERAI is the best model, in the spatially distributed evaluation versus CCMPv2 the D simulation has more consistent indicators than ERAI near the buoys. Additionally, our simulation's spatial resolution is five times higher than ERAI. Finally, regarding the estimation of wind energy potential, we have represented the annual and seasonal capacity factor maps over the study area, and our results have identified two areas of high potential to the north of Menorca and at Cabo Begur, where the wind energy potential has been estimated for three turbines at different heights according to the simulation with data assimilation.
Introduction
The importance of offshore wind energy as an energy source is increasing, especially now that floating wind farms have become viable [1] . Siemens wind turbines have recently been tested in Stavanger (Norway) to increase our understanding of this technology implemented at the world's first floating wind farm: Statoil's HyWind Scotland pilot park [2] . The sites available for founded turbines at sea are limited, and so floating offshore wind farms would increase the available area for harnessing wind energy, as the Scottish case indicates. This kind of wind farm could therefore be an interesting option for many countries [3, 4] . The mass implementation of floating wind farms is currently being throughly evaluated not only from a technological and resource assessment perspective, but also incorporating an economic assessment of turbines and their mooring systems [5] .
A potential location requires an accurate estimation of wind energy potential. Accordingly, standard methodologies are being widely applied, although they can still be refined. Garrad et al. [6] first estimated the European offshore wind climate, even though at that time it was difficult to properly verify their findings because of the lack of systematized observed data [7] . More recently, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) has been used on the ocean surface [8] and lakes [9] . It records a close agreement with observations. However, even the use of satellite SAR data has not solved the problem of calculating the wind speed at hub height. It is usually solved through the assumption of a simplistic logarithmic wind shear (Equation 3) [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] .
Mesoscale meteorological modelling is a widely used method for evaluating wind potential. It provides a wind resource map [10, 11, 15] , and has already been applied to coastlines on the Iberian Peninsula [14] . The mesoscale model's wind speed data should be verified properly before estimating the wind energy potential, and in the case of the ocean this involves comparing the model's results to a buoy's anemometer observations, remote sensing observations, or similar analyses [16] . A proper characterization of the wind resource is usually followed by a comprehensive evaluation of the economic, topographic and bathymetric data, as well as all the other technical aspects for the practical implementation of a wind farm [13, 14, 17] .
In previous studies, the results provided by the advanced mesoscale Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF) have been successfully compared to observed offshore and onshore wind data. Its performance has been evaluated for different onshore or offshore wide areas [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] , and even for turbulence and wake studies around specific wind farms [24, 25] . Additionally, WRF has been recently used for wind forecasting in short and lon-term, which currently constitutes a very important aspect of wind industry's electricity production and sales [26, 27, 28, 29] .
In onshore wind resource prediction, these studies show that the WRF mesoscale model performs well when it is coupled with microscale models such as WAsP (Wind Atlas Analysis and Application Program), carefully taking into account those areas with a complex topography [18] .The grid nudging and integration times of the simulations have also been tested for WRF, and the results suggest that errors can be minimized by choosing a suitable numerical and physical configuration with high resolution terrain data [19] . WRF sensitivity to different planetary boundary layer parametrization schemes has also been studied, and the best onshore or offshore evaluation results are associated with specific parametrization schemes [20] . Furthermore, the differences in the simulations are significant in terms of wind energy production.
In another study [21] , offshore wind data derived from satellites (CCMP, QuikSCAT, NCDC Blended Sea Winds and IFREMER Blended Wind Fields), reanalyses (NCEP-CFSR, ERA-Interim, NASA-MERRA and NCEP-RII), analyses (NCEP-FNL and NCEP-GFS) and WRF modeled offshore winds have been compared to observations from five buoys moored along the Iberian coastline. In the experiment, WRF outperforms the rest at reproducing observed offshore winds.
The performance of the WRF model has also been evaluated under different initial and boundary forcing conditions. Three new generation reanalyses (ERA-Interim, NASA-MERRA and NCEP-CFSR), an older reanalyses (NCEP-R2), and two analysis commonly used for wind energy (NCEP-GFS and NCEP-FNL) have been used as initial or bounding conditions for WRF. In this case, the best estimates of local potential wind energy production are obtained when the initial and boundary conditions are provided by ERA-Interim [22] . A very similar study has been conducted onshore around the Iberian Peninsula, and the WRF simulations driven with ERA-Interim also recorded lower errors when measurements are compared [23] .
In all these previous studies, the WRF model has been run without using data assimilation. The current study is a follow-up to a previous work by this research team in which WRF with data assimilation (WRFDA) was used to evaluate offshore wind energy potential at the southern coast of the Bay of Biscay [30] . The results indicated a significant improvement in the assessment of this potential when data assimilation is used with WRF, thus pointing out that in this area previous evaluations of the wind energy resources were overestimated. This highlights the need to elucidate if these improvements in accuracy regarding wind energy potential evaluation are general or were only associated to the particular conditions of the Bay of Biscay. It is therefore of considerable interest to revisit the topic using a similar approach, but to a completely different area. This study has therefore chosen the Iberian Mediterranean coast and Balearic Islands. More specifically, this study covers a rectangular area to the east of the Iberian Peninsula and Balearic Islands (Figure 1 ). Cabo Begur (the cape on the left of point 6) is a key maritime marker. It is the most northerly cape on the Eastern Iberian Peninsula and signals the boundary between France and Spain. It opens onto the Gulf of Lion, whose high offshore potential is well-known in wind energy industry [31] . This point is the northern limit of our study area, which follows the Spanish coastline to another cape: Cabo de Palos (point 3). The Balearic Islands are in the middle of the study area, with an autonomous power supply grid within the Spanish electrical system.
The aim here is to make an accurate evaluation of the resource using a similar methodology as in [30] . A full-featured state-of-the-art 3DVAR data assimilation approach will be followed using a recent review of the WRF and WRFDA models. The main differences between this new simulation and the one in the previous paper can be summarized as follows. First, the WRF simulations will be nested in ERAI instead of in ERA40. Second, the SST data used in this dataset corresponds to the NOAA High Resolution OI blended analysis of daily SST and ice (0.25 x 0.25 degree resolution) [32] . Third, the current version of the simulation includes the NOAH land surface model instead of a diffusive model, an important aspect in Mediterranean areas [33] . Finally, a higher number of vertical levels is included in this simulation, thus yielding a better resolution of the Planetary Boundary Layer.
Wind potential depends not only on meteorology but also on legal criteria, such as the distance from the coastline, or economic and technical criteria, such as water depth [10] . These aspects have also been taken into account in our research to calculate different approximate scenarios of wind energy resource assessment.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the data used for the simulations and the verification of simulation and reanalysis with observations. Section 3 presents the main results of the paper. Section 4 discusses the results and paper finishes with conclusions and future outlook in section 5.
Data and Methodology

Data
This study has been conducted in the period running from 01/01/2009 to 01/01/2015 . The data used have been obtained from different sources:
• ERAI data [34] for the same area and period as downloaded from the ECMWF. These data were used to nest the two integrations of WRF called N and D, as well as for a comparison purposes (see below).
• Wind speed (module+direction) at a height of three meters above the sea level, and sea-state data from the six buoys operated by the Spanish State Ports Authority (Puertos del Estado) [35] . In Table 1 it can be seen the position, bathymetry and distance from the buoys to the ERAI gridpoints, and the two WRF integrations. • Being the objective to evaluate the performance of both WRF integrations, buoys do not provide spatial verification, they only allow a preliminary evaluation most of the times near the coast. So the second version of Cross-Calibrated Multi-Platform (CCMPv2) has been used for a full spatially-distributed evaluation of WRF outputs [36] . CCMPv2 processing combines Version-7 RSS radiometer wind speeds, QuikSCAT and ASCAT scatterometer wind vectors, moored buoy wind data, and ERAI wind fields, first using a Variational Analysis Method (VAM) to produce 6-hourly maps of 0.25 degree grid. Different datasets are distributed to complete the series, and we have used fully assimilated wind field data (L3.0).
• Finally, we have used NOAA's global relief model ETOPO1 [37] with one-minute resolution for the bathymetric study to calculate classified scenarios of annual energy production depending on water depth.
Methodology 2.2.1. WRF simulations
The two WRF simulations used here have involved WRF and WRFDA version 3.6.1 [38] and are denominated in this paper as N (without data assimilation) and D (with data assimilation). Figure 2 shows the domain where the model has been run (mass points are shown with red circles) and the studied area is marked by a blue rectangle. The domain is quite large, and so, as gathered by the literature for similar cases [39, 40] , the results are not expected to be affected by border effects. The model has been run with a horizontal resolution of 15 km x 15 km and 51 vertical η levels up to 20 hPa.
The boundary condition data for both N and D runs have been downloaded from the MARS archive at the ECMWF with a 0.75 x 0.75 degree horizontal resolution and 22 vertical levels up to 5 hPa. ERAI fields are used as boundary conditions every six hours (00Z, 06Z, 12Z and 18Z). Two different WRF simulations covering the period 01/01/2009 to 01/01/2015 have been prepared. They use the same set of physical parametrizations and horizontal/vertical resolutions, with the only difference being the use (or lack of) 3DVAR data assimilation every time the WRF model is initialized at 00 UTC, 06 UTC, 12 UTC and 18 UTC. Since the NOAH land surface model is being used, the first year of the simulation (2009) is run for a proper initialization of the soil in the model, but those results are not evaluated here, since they are only used as a spin up period for the soil model. Therefore, only the period 2010/2014 is compared with the observations. The parameterizations used for both N and D experiments are the same: five class microphysics WSM5, RRTMG (longwave and shortwave) radiation with seasonally varying aerosols, and latitudinally, vertically and seasonally varying ozone data, Mellor-Yamada Nakanishi and Niino Level 2.5 PBL, revised MM5 surface layer scheme and Tiedtke cumulus parameterization. The NOAH land surface scheme is used. SST and ice are daily updated daily from the NOAA OI SST V2 High Resolution Dataset [41] .
The first WRF-based experiment (N) does not use data assimilation, being fed by the boundaries every six hours. No grid nudging has been used in N outside the lateral relaxation zone. The D simulation is the same to the N experiment, except that a 3DVAR data assimilation step is run using WRFDA at 00 UTC, 06 UTC, 12 UTC and 18 UTC. This means that the initial conditions of the runs are prepared every six hours (06hDA), also considering observations corresponding to that time, and not only the state of the model at that time (the so called background). The model is therefore being corrected (every six hours) according to all the observations available at that time. Instead of using grid nudging [21] , we are using a full 3DVAR variational algorithm in this case, so the background and observational errors are fully accounted for [42, 43] .
In order to assimilate observations, use is made of PREPBUFR data from the NCEP ADP Global Upper Air and Surface Weather Observations dataset (ds337.0 in NCAR/UCAR's Research Data Archive). Observations are considered for assimilation when they are included inside a 120 minute window centered at every analysis time.
Special background error covariances have been produced for the data assimilation runs, being adapted to the domain and set of parametrizations used in this configuration of the model by means of the CV5 method [42, 44] . To do so, a special integration has been run for thirteen months, starting on 01/01/2007. The background error covariances vary monthly and are generated from 90 days of this special integration (runs initialized at 00Z and 12Z). Runs from January, February and March are used to create the background error covariance used during February, and so on. For other options of WRFDA, such as thinning and observation minus background checks, WRFDA's default values are used. Three external cycles are performed during the analysis.
WRF outputs have been saved every three hours (00 UTC, 03 UTC, 06 UTC, 09 UTC, 12 UTC, 15 UTC, 18 UTC and 21 UTC). The values at 00 UTC, 06 UTC, 12 UTC and 18 UTC correspond to analyses, whilst the values saved by the model at 03 UTC, 09 UTC, 15 UTC and 21 UTC correspond to forecasts three hours ahead from analyses.
During the post-processing stage, and in order to estimate the wind energy potential at hub height, wind speed, pressure and virtual temperature for the air density, at 70 m, 130 m and 180 m have been computed, interpolated from model results for the original model grid in η coordinates.
Evaluation of WRF runs
The wind field outputs at 10 m.a.s.l. at almost 2500 gridpoints cover the area corresponding to the two WRF simulations, N and D, every six hours, the ones corresponding to igure 2: Above: WRF simulation domain; Blue rectangle: area of study ERAI, have been evaluated against observations at the nearest gridpoints from two different sets of observations: six buoys and the above mentioned gridded multiplatform satellite analysis, CCMPv2 data. The evaluated period runs from 2010 to 2014. Additionally, ERAI wind data have also been used for reference purposes.
The statistical indicators used for that evaluation have been the correlation coefficient (r), the root mean square error (RMSE) and the standard deviation ratio (SD ratio). These indicators and the mathematical relations between them are defined in [45] . We have also used the mean average error (MAE) for the six buoys defining the average error at each buoy as
where U mod and U obs are respectively the mean wind speed given by the model and the mean wind speed given by the buoy's observation. Thus, for our six buoys indexed by n, M AE = n=6 n=1 AE n /6, being AE n the average error at the n buoy.
In all cases, the differences in performance according to this set of indicators have been assessed at a 95% confidence level using bootstrap resampling with 1000 samples. A preliminary stage of data preprocessing was carried out to arrange the data from all the sources along the same time line. A total of 7304 cases were used.
The WRF runs were evaluated in two steps. The first step was to check N, D, ERAI and CCMPv2 wind speed data against buoy data at the nearest gridpoints corresponding to the WRF grids [35] . All the buoys have their anemometer at a height of 3 m (z = 3m), and it was necessary to estimate wind speed at 10 meters to compare with the two WRF simulations. Instead of assuming a constant roughness [23] , Hsu's [46] equation was used to calculate the instantaneous roughness of the sea (z 0 ):
where H s is the significant wave height, and L p is the peak period wavelength, which are obtained from each buoy's dataset together with wind speed data. Roughness was used to apply the logarithmic law of vertical wind shear that can be also used for low heights (bellow 10 m) [47] :
obtaining an estimation of wind speed at 10 m, U (z = 10), in terms of the speed of reference, U (z r = 3). After establishing the same height for the model and buoy wind speed data, correlation and RMSE were used to plot Taylor Diagrams [45] . The points in this plots that represent N, D, ERAI and CCMPv2 are expanded in a cloud of points according to the correlation and RMSE computed by means of bootstrap resampling. We thus know whether the separation between the two runs and ERAI is significant compared with the difference between two different observational datasets, buoys and CCMPv2 purportedly. Second, buoy data were only available at six locations, so N, D, and ERAI have been evaluated versus CCMPv2 to provide a comprehensive evaluation of the WRF runs in spatial terms over the study area in comparison to the reference ERAI spatial distribution. The correlation, RMSE and SD ratio have been calculated over all the points of the study area at their nearest gridpoints, together with their 95% confidence intervals between CCMPv2 and the three datasets.
Wind Energy and Capacity Factor Calculation
After validating the two WRF simulations, outputs corresponding to the best run have been used to calculate the annual energy production for three types of different turbines: Following this completed test, the Hywind-type wind farm turbines located in Scottish waters will be 6 MW and with the hub at 178 m. We will also estimate and discuss the energy production for the implementation of these turbines in the selected areas (Siemens-160/6.0).
An important advantage of our study is that the pressure, temperature and wind values from WRF simulations have been directly interpolated from the original η-levels to hub height. The logarithmic wind shear is only used for verification at 10 meters, as the productive wind speed at the hub is obtained directly from model's outputs.
A normalized wind speed has been calculated to incorporate the influence of air density into the wind power equation. As power is proportional both to density, and to the cube of wind speed, we have used the temperature and pressure of the simulations to obtain the density ρ of the air at hub height, with the normalized wind speed U n therefore being:
where ρ 0 is standard air density (1.225kg/m 3 ). According to [48] , the Capacity Factor (CF) of a commercial turbine depends on the average wind speed U in m/s, the rated power P R in kW, and the diameter D in meters:
Therefore, CF has been calculated in terms of the average wind speed in our 5-year period of analysis (2010-2014). Finally, CF provides the turbine's annual production:
Distribution of the wind farm
Another major consideration is the spatial distribution of the offshore wind farms. The spatial separations between wind turbines are assumed to be eight times the rotor diameter (8D) parallel to the predominant wind direction and five times D (5D) perpendicular to it, because the representation of buoys' wind roses ( Figure 6 ) have shown that the north-south line is much more prevalent than the perpendicular east-west line. With this interval, the influence of the wake can be ignored. So, if the intervals between two turbines in westeast and south-north directions are respectively 8D (736 meters) and 5D (460 meters), the number of turbines per km 2 would be approximately 1/(0.736 * 0.460) = 2.953 in a wide enough area. This factor enables us to calculate the maximum number of turbines deployed in a certain region at sea delimited by isobaths or by other kinds of restrictions.
The final step is to assign a CF to each turbine. To do so, we have calculated the CF at each WRF gridpoint for the three turbines over the study area (Equation 5), and we have considered a square area of influence centered on the gridpoints (see Figure 3 ). The turbines inside a square area of influence (shaded pink) have the same CF corresponding to the corresponding WRF wind speed data in each one of the simulations. On the left, the map shows an amplified view of the two areas selected for their high wind energy potential. The potential of these sites will be shown finally in the CF colour maps.
Bathymetry and legal and technical constraints
Finally, there are two important constraints on the placement of turbines in the areas shown in Figure 3 : a legal one and a technical one. A 10 km blue buffer has been drawn parallel to the coast as a prohibited area because the European Commission [49] considers it as a protected coastal area. Another important concern is bathymetry, as the technical literature usually considers it impossible to properly anchor floating wind turbines in water deeper than 1000 meters [50] . The isobaths calculated from the ETOPO1 dataset [37] are depicted in red color in order to obtain a classified energy production depending on depth intervals of 200 meters. Figure 3 shows that the bathymetry reaches a depth of 1000 m at a distance of less than 100 km from the shore, except for a small region on the south of Gulf of Lion, and there are now operational AC sub-sea cables that run up to 120 km. Additionally, HVDC technology's direct electrical transmission will remove practical distance limits in the future [51] . Therefore, in the case of the Iberian Mediterranean coast and Balearic Islands, bathymetry alone conditions the upper range limit for offshore floating wind farms, as the distance from the coast has no influence in this case, with this being the main constraint of broad, shallow continental shelves.
To summarize, the following methodological steps have been taken:
1. An initial verification of the two WRF runs and ERAI against three buoys near the coast. 2. A full evaluation at the gridpoints of the area of study used for N, D and ERAI at the nearest corresponding CCMPv2 gridpoints. 3. Identification of the most accurate WRF run. 4. Identification of areas with high potential for the implementation of an offshore wind energy farm. 5. In these locations, the estimation of wind energy potential according to the best run.
We consider technical and legal aspects, and the classification of floating wind turbine positions and outputs according to different bathymetric scenarios. 6. Finally, technical and production differences are also estimated for farms with the three turbines mentioned, namely, MWT-92/2.4, Siemes-90/2.3, and Siemens-160/6.0. Figure 4 checks N, D, CCMPv2 and ERAI wind data against the six buoys compared. For CCMPv2, ERAI and D the RMSE is similar at the six buoys, between 2 and 3 m/s. The correlation coefficient, however, seems to be locally dependent, with values for Mahon, Cabo de Palos and Cabo Begur around 0.8, Dragonera and Tarragona around 0.7 and Valencia Copa around 0.6 . Figure 5 reveals a fairly similar performance for CCMPv2, ERAI and D, whose results tend to cluster together, and clearly outperform the N integration. As CCMPv2 is also derived from observational data, its inconsistencies with the different buoys also represents an inherent error between two observational sources. The fact that both ERAI and D are close to CCMPv2's error suggests that current ERAI reanalysis and our D simulation show an error against in-situ observations that are very similar with the one produced by an alternative state-of-the-art observational gridded dataset. The error therefore seems to be very close to the limit of the observational error.
Results
Verification versus buoys and CCMPv2 analysis
A more detailed comparison shows that in all cases CCMPv2 records slightly closer similarities with buoys observations. This is to be expected, as CCMPv2 data are also observational. However, it is more interesting to compare ERAI to N and D WRF integrations. The reason is that any computational simulation effort with WRF is expected to yield better results than the plain use of ERAI, which is used to feed the N and D integrations. Additionally, with similar indicators of general performance a further advantage is that WRF integrations can provide a higher spatial resolution than ERAI.
The results show that in all cases N records a higher RMSE and a lower correlation coefficient than ERAI and D. Considering the cloud of points at a 95% confidence level, a comparison between ERAI and D indicates that at Cabo de Palos, ERAI and D perform equally from all points of view. At three buoys (Tarragona, Valencia Copa and Cabo Begur), ERAI and D also record similar values of both the correlation and RMSE. Regarding the the buoys of Mahon and Dragonera, D records slightly lower values of the correlation coefficient and higher values of the RMSE. However, in five buoys out of six, D is significantly closer than ERAI to the arch corresponding to standard deviation (SD) ratio of value 1. ERAI and D have very similar correlation coefficients at all the buoys, which means that the improvement in D integration with respect to ERAI is its ability to better capture and describe oscillations due to breezes, for example, and mean-high observational values. In the particular case of Cabo Begur, with the highest recorded wind speed, D has a SD ratio higher and closer to 1 than both CCMPv2 and ERAI. With similar values of the correlation coefficient, this means that D is able to better capture high speed values. In any case, as mentioned above, the differences between ERAI, D and CCMPv2 are not overwhelming thus indicating that ERAI and D are close to the observational error inherent to the differences between two observational datasets (in-situ buoys and gridded CCMPv2).
It is important to note that the simulation without data assimilation (N) clearly gives higher errors than with data assimilation (D). The distances to the nearest gridpoints for all the experiments can be seen in Table 1 , and they do not appear to have an important effect on performance. Next, our two simulations (N and D) and ERAI have been spatially compared at their nearest gridpoint to the CCMPv2 surface wind analysis. Figure 5 shows N, D and ERAI plotted against CCMPv2 correlation, RMSE and SD ratio colour maps. The same colour bar is used for the three indicators in order to compare them via the same scale (between 0 and 4 m/s for RMSE, between 0 and 1 for correlation, and between 0 and 2 for SD ratio). Furthermore, the colours of the values obtained for the three indicators with the buoys are added in their positions with a diamond-shaped symbol.
The CCMPv2 has been taken as a reference since it is derived mainly from observations. The SD ratio, RMSE and the correlation between buoy observations have been considered as benchmarks for providing a ranking of models.
The comparison has involved the following steps: Regarding the models considered (ERAI, D and N), calculate the correlation coefficient, SD ratio and RMSE with CCMPv2 observations at the nearest gridpoints from the buoys. 2. Regarding the models considered (ERAI, D and N), calculate the correlation coefficient, SD ratio and RMSE with buoy observations (diamond-shaped symbols). 3. The comparison made using the three indicators mentioned above will show whether ERAI, D or N tend to over/underestimate model's performance at the buoys. This information will be used in the following step to correctly evaluate results under the assumption that any systematic over/underestimation behavior detected at the buoys can be applied to the whole area. 4. The three indicators for ERAI, D and N with the closest CCMPv2 observations will be calculated for all the gridpoints in the area.
The analysis clearly shows that the N integration has by far the worst performance. The results indicate that the highest correlations and smallest errors at the gridpoints are observed with ERAI. However, a comparison with buoy observational data (diamonds) shows important discrepancies in results around those locations, thus suggesting that ERAI tends to overestimate performance, perhaps because CCMPv2 has already assimilated ERAI data, as ERAI is used as background by CCMPv2 in its variational. However, the D integration has a much closer agreement between correlations, RMSE and SD ratio with both CCMPv2 and buoys.
The Table 3 shows the best and the worst case (highest and lowest difference) for each statistical indicator in the locations of the buoys, presenting the absolute difference of the statistical validation against the Buoy and against CCMPv2 and the corresponding location where the difference is computed. The differences showed by the D simulation are much lower than the differences of ERAI in every case. For example, we should mention the hight differences of ERAI over the Valencia buoy compared with D's worst case, which are less than a third for correlation and RMSE.
This means the indicators corresponding to the D integration throughout the whole area are more reliable. Besides, the D integration has a higher spatial resolution (15km, five times better), thereby allowing a better fit in irregular coastal regions.
The correlations increase is step with the distance from the coastline, and as the gridpoints approach the open Mediterranean towards the south-east, out of the area between the Balearic Islands and the north-eastern Iberian coast. The improvement in D over N is significant, and its correlation map is as good as ERAI, although, as mentioned, with an important increase in the spatial density of the gridpoints.
On the other hand, the spatial distribution of RMSE does not follow a clear spatial pattern, and it does not seem to be directly related to the distance from the coast. D's RMSE spatial distribution is not as good as ERAI's one: generally speaking, D is around 2.5 m/s, while ERAI is around 1.5 m/s. Nevertheless, we should not forget that CCMPv2 is built with a variational analysis that uses ERAI winds as the first-guess field. Again, the colour differences between diamonds and the colour around them on ERAI maps clearly reflect this aspect. Buoys record higher RMSE values than the ones corresponding to the CCMPv2 blue background. These values for the buoys are closer to the ones in the D experiment. These colour differences are much weaker for N and D in the three indicators. This again indicates that an evaluation of ERAI performance adopting CCMPv2 as a reference leads to an overestimation of its performance, and is not as reliable as D.
Given these important findings, it may be said that D's validation results are of good quality, and that it provides wind data with a much higher spatial resolution than ERAI, so it better estimates the wind energy resource and its spatial variability.
Finally, as the main variable of our estimation method is mean wind speed, we have also calculated the mean values of all the sources over the position of the buoys or the gridpoints nearest the buoys. For the mean speed at the six buoys the mean average error (MAE) is 5.7% for D, 6.8% for ERAI, and 24.3% for N. This again indicates a slight improvement, that is, a smaller bias, of D over ERAI, with a MAE roughly four times smaller than N.
The 2010-2014 period has been used in every case. Ten sources (six buoys, one gridded analysis, our two models and ERAI) have been evaluated. The results indicate that the improvement from N to D is very clear. However, the better standard ratio of D over ERAI observed in the buoys for roughly the same correlation coefficient and the higher spatial resolution provided by the WRF D integration indicate that a more accurate assessment of the wind resource is obtained for the area using the D run. Additionally, the better agreement of D in the area around the buoys suggests that the results for D are more reliable than for ERAI. 
Annual wind energy potential
Evaluating the wind energy potential at a given location requires knowing its wind rose. Here we also present the wind rose of each buoy, with major differences in the prevailing wind direction, with strong winds from the north compared to east-westerly ones ( Figure 6 ). This general wind rose configuration establishes the distribution of the wind farm with a separation between turbines of 8D along north-south line and 5D in an east-west direction.
The values of Capacity Factors have been obtained at all the WRF gridpoints by using Equation 5 and model wind speed and density data. In this case we show the results for the MWT-92/2.4 turbine at a height of 70 m; that is, the wind speed at hub height directly given by the two simulations, and so we do not need a vertical approximation by means of the logarithmic wind shear, as in other similar studies. The results for the two simulations and ERAI over our study area can be seen in the annual and seasonal colour maps in Figure  7 . As is to be expected from the previous results, the CF improves towards the south-east or to the north-east, that is, moving away from the shore and approaching the open sea away from the archipelago or entering the the Gulf of Lion. An important aspect of the comparison between N and D simulations is the lower CFs predicted by the D dataset with data assimilation and its greater similarity with all ERAI maps, annual or seasonal. The three colour maps show a clear overall reduction in the CF from the N simulation to D one, for all the annual and seasonal maps. Thus, the most accurate wind energy estimation is the most conservative one. In every case, winter is the most energetic season, followed by autumn, spring and, finally, summer. This result can be expected, given that strong northern Tramontana winds are an important local meteorological phenomenon in winter. According to the most reliable D run, the maximum annual CF is located in front of Cabo Begur, and it is as high as 49%, rising to 60% in winter; this is the first selected area with high wind potential. The average annual CF in the whole study area is 37%, but as pointed out above, with a strong seasonal variation.
The minimum CF values are very low, and can be located on the gulfs along the Iberian coastline protected from northerly winds, so the second selected coastal area with high potential is the north of Menorca, where there is no such protection against the strong northerly winds (see Dragonera wind rose), with an annual CF of 32% (44% in winter) according to D simulation. Table 4 summarizes all the results obtained for the estimation of annual wind energy production in the selected Cabo Begur area (3) . The table shows the number of turbines for MWT-92/2.4 (times 92 2 /90 2 = 1.04 for Siemens-90/2.3 and 92 2 /160 2 = 0.33 for Siemens-160/6.0) and their energy production classified at 200 m depth intervals for our three turbines at their hub heights (at 70 m the MWT-92/2.4, at 130 m the Siemens-90/2.3, and at 180 m the Siemens-160/6.0) according to the best D simulation. We estimate that a total number of 6840 turbines over an area of 2318 km 2 with a installed capacity of around 16.4 GW for the three turbines (see Section 4), could produce 55.8 TWh in the most reliable D case at 70 m and approximately 13% and 18% more for Siemes-90/2.3 and Siemens-160/6.0. Furthermore, most of the turbines would be installed over shallower bathymetric intervals. Table 5 shows the same variables for the second selected area, north of Menorca. Here, although the selected zone is similar, the real available area is smaller because of the steep bathymetry, and only 1700 turbines fit within the area of 576 km 2 , with a total installed capacity of 4 GW for MWT-92/2.4. Additionally, most of the turbines would be over the deepest bathymetric intervals (400-600, 600-800, 800-1000). However, the distances of the turbines to the coastline are much shorter. 
Discussion
An analisys of the sensitivity of the CFs to the use of 3DVAR data assimilation in WRF simulations in WRF simulations is a logical continuation of previous works. As mentioned, Carvalho et al. recently showed for the Iberian Peninsula that ERAI should be considered the best reanalysis for nesting inside these results mesoscale wind simulations [18, 20, 21, 22, 23] with the NCEP-FNL and NCEP-GFS analysis being the best alternatives to ERAI [21] . Therefore, on this point concerning the use of ERAI as the best reanalysis that can be used to test a mesoscale model, we have revisited the sensitivity of the results in the estimation of potential offshore wind energy to the use of (or lack of) 3DVAR data assimilation every 6 hours in the D experiment (or no use of 3DVAR in the case of the N experiment). The results in this case , for a different area and using a new generation of the model, and different parametrizations (particularly the use of the NOAH land surface model) ratify our previous validation results [30] .
However, apart from the use of data assimilation, we present four main novelties in our methodology, for the first time to the best of our knowledge, that can be applied in offshore wind energy estimation:
1. From the η levels of our WRF simulations we have obtained wind speed outputs at three different heights for the estimation of wind energy potential in the selected areas. Furthermore, these heights correspond to real offshore wind turbines with their specific characteristics in diameter and rated power. 2. Furthermore, we are using pressure and virtual temperature to normalize the wind speed at the turbine heights considering the contribution of the air density. We only know one work that uses a similar method [10] , but they use an older generation of an atmospheric model. As we clarify in the next section 5, the air density can show important seasonal variations and our seasonal CF maps (Figure 7 ) contain this contribution that is often ignored. 3. We have used the log law that determines the vertical profile only for the validation process and to bring the buoy's wind speed from 3 m to 10 m, but we should emphasize that the law used is specific for low heights and that the contribution of the roughness (z 0 ) in this equation (Eq. 3) is different compared to the classical equation used in our previous work. 4. Another novelty related to the previous one in our validation method is the computation of the instantaneous roughness of the sea according to the wavelength and wave period given by the buoy [46] . In this way we can obtain the wind speed at 10 m in a given instant, because the buoys provides wavelength, wave period and wind speed at 3 m in that instant.
According to the results, the worst correlation is given by the Valencia buoy, protected within the gulf; in order from worst to best, it is followed by the two buoys of the Balearic islands, also protected between islands, and then the buoys more open to the sea: Tarragona, Cabo de Palos, and, finally, Cabo Begur. The behavior of RMSE is more complicated, because the hight mean wind speed values in Cabo Begur produce higher absolute errors, with exactly the opposite occurring in case of weaker winds within the gulfs and between islands. If we assume that the observations from buoys are more realistic than CCMPv2 (a product that has undergone a post-processing stage), even after applying the Hsu equation to move from a height of 3 m to 10 m (Equation 2), the reliability of our results with data assimilation also increases near the shore. This and the 10-km legal exclusion zone from the shoreline indicate that even for the first possible lines of turbines over our two selected areas, using D is an improvement over N.
The improvement in the verification by D simulation stretches southward from the islands, and it increases below the cape Cabo de la Nao, where the models simulate the open sea without geographical barriers. This zone around Cabo de la Nao has not been considered as a potential area because of its steep bathymetry and the subsequent reduced area of possible implementation. Moreover, the CF is not still as important as in the other two cases, probably due to the geographical obstacle set by the proximity of the island of Ibiza in a north-easterly direction.
The areal potential estimations for the two selected regions (around 15-25 MWh/km 2 ) are quite similar to those obtained in other studies on offshore wind potential [10, 30] . The estimated installed capacities of 16.4 GW (Cabo Begur) and 4 GW (Menorca) consider the full use of the selected areas, ignoring major legal and operational restrictions. This installed capacity is on par with the projected growth in British offshore wind power. According to [1] and the UK government's strategic assessment, the installed capacity of offshore wind farms in that country could reach between 13 and 20 GW by 2020, starting from only 0.88 GW in 2009 [52] .
In Cabo Begur's case, most of the turbines would be installed in shallow waters, with lower initial anchoring costs for the floating turbines. Menorca's case is different because the mooring costs may be higher due to the steeply sloping seabed. However, the turbines are close to shore, and this is good for the installation of the underwater power cable and for OM activities. According to [1, p. 133 ], this project would involve a large number of jobs in the future (700,000 in 2030). OM would create 0.48 jobs per installed MW; that is, if we consider only a spatial use of 10% for the selected areas, Menorca would create 190 jobs and Cabo Begur 930. Previously, prior installation and manufacturing would need 28.8 person years per MW; that is, 1150 jobs per year in Menorca and 5590 jobs in Cabo Begur, assuming ten year construction period. In addition, we should note that some studies have reported that offshore wind energy will be able to compete with oil between 2017 and 2033 (ibid ).
The private sector and stake-holders may be attracted by these expectations for the near future, and by experiences such as those of El Hierro in the Canary Islands (Gorona del Viento, [53] ), which have also set interesting energy precedents based on wind energy for the electrical supply of islands. In this sense, given its high potential, it would be interesting to study the orography and geology of Menorca for the installation of a hydro-wind power plant, as a clean energy alternative to the recent, and socially controversial, oilfield prospections [54] , although other kinds of environmental concerns should be taken into account. Since the Balearic Islands have an independent electricity structure, monthly electrical demand data are available for the islands [55] . The current annual demand is almost 6 TWh, slightly less than the AEP estimated for our best simulation of northern Menorca with full occupation of the area considered. In other words, a wind farm occupation of 10% of the area considered in Menorca would generate more than 10% of total demand on the Balearic Islands, together with the creation of all the aforementioned jobs. On the other hand, a wind farm with a full occupation of the Cabo Begur area would generate more than double the annual historical mean onshore wind energy generated in Spain (500 TWh in 20 years according to [56] ).
Moreover, this is true for our referential turbine with a hub height at 70 m, but energy production would be even higher with taller turbines. We should first consider the turbine diameter variable for the wind farm's configuration: if the same hub height is used, any other study for these two areas considering larger wind turbines would give very similar overall energy production values. However, even though the energy captured per turbine would increase with D 2 , the wake effect would require decreasing the number of turbines per unit area with D −2 . We should note that the change of the subtracted term P R /D 2 in Equation 5 is almost negligible for the turbines mentioned above if we do not use large turbines: 0.284 for our reference MWT-92/2.4 turbine, exactly the same for Siemens-90/2.3, and 0.234 for Siemens-160/6.0. Therefore, the advantages are clear for the large turbine: this subtracted value is smaller and there are, obviously, taller hubs with higher mean wind speed, 178 m in this case. Considering these facts in detail and the wind data for the vertical levels of our D run (see the approximate relations in Tables 5 and 4 , the AEP for wind farms constituted by Siemens-90/2.3 turbines (hub height at 130 m) would increase 13% with respect to our reference MWT-92/2.4 farm, and up to 18% for Siemens-160/6.0 farms (hub at 178 m).
In Menorca, the increase with Siemens-160/6.0 farms implies almost 1.5 TWh annually, and almost 10 TWh at Cabo Begur. Therefore, the increased production with higher hubs would be considerable for geometrically similar turbines, with no major loss in terms of placement, installation and maintenance, while reducing the number of turbines with the inverse of D 2 . Finally, as a comparative term, our estimation for these turbines to be installed in the Hywind Scotland project establishes an approximately invariant potential with a mean annual areal production of 28.2M W h/km 2 over the available sea area in the most reliable case. This value based on advanced WRF simulations is an approximate reference for offshore wind energy, except for areas where local or large-scale jet streams in the upper atmosphere are important.
The mooring system generally informs the offshore wind turbine design, and it also needs to be discussed, as it is essential for cost evaluation. [5] compares the LCOE of five current state-of-the-art designs: Spar-Buoy (Hywind II), Tension-Leg-Spar (SWAY), Semi-Submersible (WindFloat), Tension-Leg-Wind-Turbine (TLWT) and Tension-Leg-Buoy (TLB). This study shows that larger wind farms are more viable: the cost decreases with the number of turbines of the farm and for more than 1000 turbines the LCOE records a constant value between 135-145 euro/MWh for the five designs. Therefore, both selected areas with thousands of turbines would be in this minimum asymptotic value, and we should emphasize that the cost per MW of these large floating farms is 25% cheaper than the cost of bottom-fixed farms (ibid, p. 718). In the case of bathymetric intervals, the Hywind and WindFloat designs record a very constant LCOE versus depth, but Hywind is 18 % cheaper than WindFloat. At a depth of 0-200 m the TLB design would involve the lowest cost, but above 250 m its cost increases exponentially. It therefore seems that again the Hywind design would be the best option for the whole area considered because of the advantages of mass production. Another important parameter for LCOE involves distance to the shore: all the designs record almost parallel linear increases with distance, with a slope of more than 10 euro/MWh per 100 km. In our two cases, the maximum distances from the shore are at Cabo Begur, but they are only around 25-30 km, and the LCOE would be below 150 euro/MWh.
Conclusions and future outlook
In this paper, the wind energy resource has been estimated for the West Mediterranean using different models: ERAI and two WRF runs, one with data assimilation (D) and the other without (N). The WRF runs yield results with a 15x15 km resolution that better represents the topography and land-sea mask over the area. Additionally, the study has been developed at different turbine heights given by the WRF runs. As far as we know, this is the first time that WRF wind outputs at different heights (at 70, 130 and 180 m) are computed for wind energy resource assessment with different real turbines. This method can be applied for other turbines in the future.
Our novel method of estimation also opens another new research way for the future at different heights: the contribution of air density in the wind energy potential. This is not important for annual production, but for seasonal or monthly production could be very relevant, since hight pressures and cold temperatures can increment air density more than 10% with respect to the standard air density (ρ 0 ). This means an analogous energy production increment that can be computed by advanced atmospheric models like WRF with data assimilation.
The use of 3DVAR assimilation improves the representation of wind field using WRF over the ocean when compared with the simulations without data assimilation. In general, 3DVAR produces more realistic wind fields reducing the bias that appears when data assimilation is not used (the N experiment). This means that wind potential is more accurately computed when 3DVAR is used, leading to reduced estimations of the available wind resource. The results also indicate that D outperforms ERAI at estimating the wind resource, although not overwhelmingly so. When the wind potential of this area obtained with the D integration is compared to the simple estimation from ERAI data, the following advantages have been detected:
1. The average bias is smaller 2. ERAI tends to overestimate its performance at representing the wind field over the Western Mediterranean area. Hence D is more reliable. 3. D has a higher spatial resolution than ERAI, and it is better at capturing small-scale details, such as breezes or extreme and high values.
After determining which integration performs best, the results of D have been used to characterize the wind energy potential for the area. Total production and CF have been calculated for three different turbines. The CFs for wind energy production show that CF is not constant for the area, and has a seasonal behaviour with higher values in winter. In the north (Cabo Begur), a total number of 6840 turbines installed at 200 m intervals in shallow waters, over an area of 2318km 2 with an installed capacity of around 16.4 GW, could produce 55.8 TWh. The average CF in this area is 0.46, which is a very high value for wind energy. In the area around Menorca, a fewer number of turbines could be installed -1700-with a total capacity of 8.79 TWh, and a smaller mean CF of 0. 30 A study of this area has shown that the simple use of ERAI clearly outperforms WRF integration without data assimilation (N), thus indicating that only a full 3DVAR integration can be an improvement if wind resources are to be accurately estimated for a given area. Nevertheless, it is to be noted that D and ERAI are very close to the observational error associated with the discrepancies between two observational sources: in-situ measurements from buoys and CCMPv2 gridded analysis.
In a previous work, a similar approach was carried out by this research team for another area of the Iberian Peninsula, using ERA40 instead of ERAI [30] . It was reported that the improvement through implementing a full 3DVAR integration with WRF was far more evident. With ERA40 being the previous generation of the ERAI reanalysis, this indicates that the data assimilation algorithms implemented in ERAI regarding the wind field are an important step forward. Future ECMWF reanalysis such as ERA5, with a higher resolution and improved assimilation algorithms, may render any WRF run unnecessary, even with data assimilation, unless a much higher spatial resolution can be achieved in the mesoscale model run.
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